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Claims March 6th 2005, January 19th 2023 in Seq:

We have already revealed exactly how and why there is in fact no National Debt, only 
contrived and dishonest legal presumptions and  phony bookkeeping.  

The entire effort to create the appearance of a National Debt is in turn linked to the National 
Bankruptcy Fraud by which the debts of the corporations and their franchises get dumped onto 
the backs of the American people, and the further profit motive appears to be rooted in charging
interest on the non-existent National Debt. 

There is no appreciable National Debt possible because in a debt-credit system, all transactions 
are zero-sum transactions.  The game played between the Municipal Employees and the 
Territorial Employees has been to assume that there are no actual non-citizen Americans left, 
and that the Municipal Employees accrue all the debt, while the Territorial Employees accrue 
all the credit.  

This is entirely contrived and fraudulent.  Federal Employees at most make up 15% of the 
population.  They do not account for the economy of this country, and their existence as two 
foreign populations here on our soil cannot be conveniently divided into two camps for the 
purposes of financial misrepresentation and fraud.  

Except for Federal Government employees who purposefully reject their identity as Americans 
from the Union States and who knowingly and voluntarily accept Federal Dual Citizenship 
under conditions of full disclosure--- and those who are not Americans from the Union States to
begin with,  there is no possibility of such a separation of debt from credit in our domestic 
economy.    

These False Presumptions have undermined the entire meaning and purpose of the Bretton 
Woods agreements and represent collusion between the two Municipal Corporations housed in 
the District of Columbia, both of which are ultimately owned by the Pope, to promote an 
accumulation of unjust enrichment on one side of the equation and insurmountable debt on the 
other, plus interest. 
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When the debt becomes sufficiently fattened, the so-called "National Bankruptcies" occur, but 
as we have seen, no sovereign government in the history of the world has ever been eligible for 
bankruptcy protection. 

So what actually happens is that these two colluding Municipal Corporations offload all the 
profits of their activities on the British Territorial Municipal Corporation, and all the costs of 
their activities on the City-operated Municipal Corporation --- which are then offloaded in 
bankruptcy, with the American People presumed to be the Guarantors backing all these 
corporate debts. 

There's a whole lot of presumption going on here and all of these presumptions are fraudulent, 
self-interested, contrived, and in breach of trust. 

Every such bankruptcy since 1863 has occurred under conditions of fraud and non-disclosure, 
and unimaginable amounts of currency value and natural resources and labor have been 
embezzled out of this country as a result.  

Meanwhile, the interest charged against the non-existent National Debt is escalated to generate 
ready cash and cash flow for the same Perpetrators and their banks.  

The whole thing, the whole concocted National Debt and the mountains of interest applied to it,
is then used to poor-mouth the victims and convince them to pay more and more and more 
taxes.  

One of the consequences of the Territorial Congress assuming the power to confer Municipal 
citizenship on the former black plantation slaves, and later using the same False Presumptions 
on everyone else, has been the inculcation of a form of public sector enslavement in which 
these two colluding Municipal Corporations conspire to misrepresent their Employers and seize
upon them and their estates as chattel properties standing good for the payment of their own 
debts.  

Thus we are treated to the spectacle of the Territorial Congress, which has less than no 
authority to do any such thing, raising its own "debt ceiling".  Imagine a bunch of crooked 
contractors let loose with their employer's checkbook and credit cards in hand -- and further 
imagine that these contractors think that there is no possibility that they will ever be caught and
brought to justice?  Imagine that they have virtually unlimited credit and can just keep on 
hiking their credit limit to infinity? And then dumping the resulting debt on poor working 
people? 

Slavery by any other name or deceitful practice of white-collar fraud is still enslavement; and, 
whether that enslavement exists within the private or the public sector, it is still a cancer of the 
mind and heart destroying the value of humanity and of life itself. 



We have seen it all before, and we have no desire or need to see it again. The purported glories 
of Rome were built on slave labor. 

No matter what they do, no matter how long they delay their confession and no matter how 
long they delay payment -- actual payment -- of their debts, the members of the British 
Territorial Congresses just go on extending themselves great dollops of our credit and the credit
of every other country and person that has been unfortunate enough to be impacted by this 
grotesque world-spanning fraud. 

We don't approve these appropriations of our credit, nor these presumptions of contract, we 
don't accept any offers of illegal and unlawful military occupation, nor any consequence of 
these frauds; we don't assume the non-consensual debts of these Municipal Corporations and 
we don't recognize any valid role for their leadership related to our land and soil and physical 
resources.  

We wish for any presumption of a Municipal trust interest or Territorial trust interest in us and 
our property to be released and dissolved; our lawful government is in Session and its past time
for all the Pretenders to disappear like the Wicked Witch of the West, with a hiss and a puff of 
smoke, not an offer of Armageddon. 

So also we wish for the end of any assumption of any similar trust interest for the UN CORP, 
its Successors, or Assigns. We are aware of Jimmy Carter's generous donation of our purloined 
Birth Certificates to the IMF and subsequent venal efforts to profit from this, however, in this 
case, Mr. Carter didn't own the slaves.  The slaves owned him.  

He sold, donated, or bartered an interest in persons and property that did not belong to him, and
he acted in Gross Breach of Trust and violation of the service contracts that allow him and men 
like him to even be here on our shores. 

What part of "supreme law of the land" is left to misunderstand?  

Similarly, all subsequent efforts by Territorial and City-owned Municipal Corporation 
Presidents to give away our populace for profit and misrepresent us as stateless persons up for 
grabs, are null and void for fraud and numerous other crimes against humanity. 

Thus we claim the ownership of our own land and soil, our own national interest, our own 
future, our own assets and our identity set free of any False Legal Presumption otherwise. 

We are not in debt to these corporations; they are in debt to us, and they owe us more than 
money.  They owe us labor and blood.  They owe us our sons and daughters, our innocent 
people preyed upon, and our health which has been deliberately undermined and compromised 
by their insane attempts to profit themselves and gain even more coercive control over the 
people of this planet. 



We respect our 1858 Alliance with the people of Russia and have no quarrel with the people of 
China who have been targeted for economic and cultural conquest by the same Perpetrators 
who have consistently demonized other nations for profit, while in fact acting as the demons 
themselves. 

How else has America been vilified and set up and blamed for the egregious uncontrolled and 
criminal behavior of these Subcontractors? 
They owe us our Good Name among the Nations.  They owe us our damaged reputation.  

How is it that the Cabinet Officers of Turkey can say that "Everyone hates Americans!" when 
the Americans have been the victims of the same scourge of pirates and vipers imported from 
London and Rome?  

We've been lied to, used, abused, asset stripped, burdened down with Odious Debts, traded as 
commodities, impersonated, deliberately demoralized and dumbed down in the classic Roman 
conquest tradition by our own grossly misdirected employees. We've been set up as the Fall 
Guys, the Scapegoats, and the Debt Bearers of the world by our own employees and the 
Perpetrators think that they can get away with this by hiding behind the Corporate Veil?

It is a foremost tenet of Ecclesiastical Law and the Jurisdiction of the Air that the Pope has both
the right --- and the duty --- to liquidate or otherwise dispose of any corporation caught 
engaging in unlawful activities.  This standard was established contractually and cannot be 
overturned by mere presumptions or assertions of legality.   
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